
Demanding specification 
Paddy Power has enjoyed strong growth during the last 
twelve months. They’ve opened a further 55 outlets in the  
UK alone. The bookmaker prides itself on investing in its shop 
design. Rockfon worked closely with Paddy Power to help 
create an environment where customers can enjoy the best 
possible experience. 

Rockfon Color-all ceilings in Charcoal were fitted in all 55 
shops. Paddy Power Surveyor Stuart Henderson explains the 
reasons for choosing Rockfon, “The colour and texture of the 
ceiling enhance our new oak wall and floor designs. Rockfon 
has been very attentive to our needs, they’re competitive and 
ensured stock was available nationwide.”

With any interior 
design, the ceilings 
must complement  
the design concept. 
Color-all is available  
in 34 colours, giving
architects and  
specifiers the opportunity to create inspirational interiors. 

Color-all can be fitted as ceiling panels or wall panels in a 
number of sizes with a choice of exposed, semi-concealed or 
concealed edges. Wall panels are ideal for when it is not 
practical to install a traditional suspended ceiling – offering 
architects even greater design freedom. 

Products in use
- Rockfon Color-all® tiles
- Chicago Metallic™ matching  
 coloured grid
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Rockfon is the clear favourite  
for Paddy Power



Retail leisure environments are known to be bustling places 
with people constantly moving in and out. Rockfon Color-all 
provides the highest Class A sound absorption to help control 
the sound, preventing the build-up of noise levels.

As with all public spaces, fire safety is important. The 
complete range achieves the highest safety rating, Class A1. 
To provide architects with even greater design freedom, 
Rockfon recently launched Rockfon Color-all® Special  – a 
bespoke colour service for tiles and grids. 

Alan Daubney, AD Contractors, installs the Color-all  
ceilings in the new Paddy Power outlets and enjoys working 
with Rockfon “I have worked with Rockfon before and know 
their product range. Their ceilings are really easy to handle 
and install. The finished results always look great.”

Color-all products have a superior smooth, matt surface finish, 
creating an attractive contemporary ceiling. The Charcoal 
surface colour specified for Paddy Power provides an 
additional benefit – the dark colour does not reflect light onto 
the TV and multimedia screens, eliminating glare.

Rockfon provide advanced stone wool 
acoustic ceiling and wall solutions to create 
beautiful, comfortable spaces.  Easy to 
install and durable, they protect people 
from noise and the spread of fire while 
making a constructive contribution toward 
a sustainable future.


